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L’inspecteur et sa femme à New York 

 

By William Eaton 

 

 

The famous French police inspector and his 

wife were visiting New York and, through 

airbnb, had found an apartment in a 

Manhattan building, hardly chic, but 

comfortable enough. One evening when they 

came home from a day of museum visits and 

shopping, they saw in the hallway a grand 

white orchid, gift wrapped in clear plastic, 

with white organza bows and lime green 

tissue paper. It had been placed on the dreary 

carpet, next to the door of the apartment just 

to the right of their own. 

As the inspector was not aware of the 

New York tradition of leaving packages in 

front of people’s doors, he found the 

presence of this flower, white as an egret and 

in this drab and windowless space, a little 

incongru. And yet it was hardly a crime scene. The plant, for its part, seemed perfectly healthy, 

and he and his wife were on vacation. 

But, in the morning and the following evening, the orchid was still there. He asked 

Madame what she thought. 

 “The fate of the orchid need not worry us too greatly,” she said. “Orchids can go 

several days without light or water. But still, let’s suppose la destinatrice is currently on 

vacation. Someone who might send her an orchid—a lover, a family member, a boss even—

wouldn’t such a person know that she was on vacation, and thus not have a plant delivered 

this week?” 
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 The next morning and evening the plant was still there. Odder still, they heard 

sounds—there was clearly a group of young men in the front room of the apartment. “Why 

wouldn’t one of them have taken the plant inside?” Madame asked. 

 “First,” the inspector said, “the plant was not sent to them, unless one of them calls 

himself Ashley Mitchell, that being the name on the envelope. Let us suppose that we are 

dealing with several people who are neither of the same family nor intimate with one 

another. In such a situation, the fact of having to share a relatively small space might lead to 

some animosity, no less annoying for being entirely the product of circumstances. And, in 

such a situation, there must be few roommates who are pleased to take on the role of 

concierge. 

 Putting the kitchen scraps in the garbage chute the next morning, Madame lingered 

to look at the plant—a mass-produced gift item, and yet proud of its purity and autonomy, 

its slender length, and yet alone, abandoned. She noticed that, stapled to the top of the 

wrapping was a small white envelope with the words “Care Instructions” printed in black on 

the front. Telling herself that the plant might indeed need care, she delicately lifted the back 

of the envelope, expecting to find the instructions on a card inside. But if there had ever 

been such a card, it was no longer there. The envelope was empty! 

 Her gaze descended to the second, larger white envelope, half hidden in the tissue 

paper that wrapped the pot. It was on this envelope that her husband had found the name 

Ashley Mitchell. 

Re-entering her apartment, she found her husband seated in the dining alcove, at 

peace with the Nescafé she had made for him and reading Le monde on the new iPad his 

sister had given him for his birthday. “Did you notice, Monsieur,” she said, “that the 

envelope with the gift card is rumpled, as if someone had already opened it?” 

“I did notice that,” he said, “and j’ai suffisament effleuré l’enveloppe [he had fingered the 

envelop] to be sure that there was no card inside.” 

“So someone—Mlle Mitchell, do you think?—took the card out and, presumably, 

read it. Could it have been, then, the reading of the card that led to someone—to the 

reader—leaving the plant in the hallway?” 

“That the card has been removed, that is almost certain. That it has been read, likely. 

As to whether this is the reason why the plant has been left in the hallway . . . There is, I 

believe, a local expression: ‘Your guess is as good as mine.’” 

It was a beautiful New York autumn day, and they decided to have lunch at the café 

that overlooked the sculpture garden of the Museum of Modern Art. Before the meal they 

took in a photography exhibit—pictures of half-naked middle-class American youths in 

decades past, doing youthful things late at night and portrayed as tougher and more alienated 

than they likely were. They were amused to discover, after the maître d’ showed them to 

their table, that this exhibit had done nothing to chase the orchid from either of their minds. 
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“How much do you think such a plant would cost?” Madame asked. 

“A white Phalaenopsis orchid, ‘hard to say, but easy to love; its graceful beauty adds 

elegance to any setting.’ I looked it up. ‘Vibrant green leaves that complement a long, 

delicate stem and wing-shaped blooms. Beautifully set by our select florists in a chic glass 

cube planter.’ Fifty ‘bucks’.” 

“And can you send back flowers, if you don’t want them?” 

“Would you believe that for a moment I thought to ask Lucas to look into this, but 

then I realized we are not in Paris, and we have, as yet, no corpse.” 

“So if someone sent you a flower that you did not want, or if you did not want to 

accept this gift from the person who sent it, what would you do with the plant?” Madame 

asked. 

“I would have to find someone who would be pleased to take it in.” 

“And so, if instead you simply left the plant in your hallway?” 

“Left it to die?” 

“Yes, for example.” 

“Well, I might simply be too lazy or too busy to bother, or I might be discontented 

with the gift, or ‘all of the above.’” 

“Or you might be trying to find a way to signal your discontent,” Madame said. 

“Please explain at greater length.” 

“Well, here is what’s come to mind. Suppose there were something—a disagreement 

or a seduction, a late night together—something between one of the men in the front room 

and Mlle Ashley, who, we assume, has her own room further toward the back.” 

“So then, the ordering of the orchid is either a way of begging her pardon or of 

continuing the seduction.” 

“And she voices her opinion of all this by just leaving the plant there in the hallway 

to die of thirst.” 

“A plausible hypothesis, certainly.” 

“Otherwise why not simply throw the plant in the garbage chute? And if by leaving 

the plant in the hallway, you are making a show of refusing the gift, the show can only be for 

someone who lives on this floor, who could be expected to see an object left in this 

hallway.” 

“That is, either someone who lives in your apartment—with Mlle Mitchell—or 

someone who lives in one of the other six. This calculation leaves out our apartment of 

course.” 
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“So what do you think?” Madame was smiling. “Case dismissed?’’ 

The inspector smiled, too. “It may be as you have so well imagined it, my dear, 

though it is also possible that your analysis ignores aspects of the lives and behavior of 

young New Yorkers. De toute évidence (all the evidence suggests) young people here work very 

long hours, often including weekends. What spare time they have is given over to physical 

conditioning, night spots and sleep. Even a seemingly simple act, such as the watering or 

disposal of a plant, demands time and energy that they have not been accorded. And I have 

also noticed—and this must be a function of how overworked they are—young people these 

days seem to lack a certain finesse or civilité. Their way of saying no or no thank you—‘I would 

have preferred not to have received this flower and will not be able to keep it’—is to say 

nothing, make no reply. Apparently the American papers are full of talk, in the context of 

youthful sexual encounters, that ‘no means no’ or should signify this. My sense is, however, 

that in this country, as perhaps in our own, for the young it is silence that signifies no, a lack 

of interest. And the greatest opposition to the American political system, to this venerable 

democracy, is expressed by the large numbers of people, the young along with the poor, who 

do not go to the polls.” 

The following morning, Madame took the plant into their apartment, slipping under 

the neighbors’ door an explanatory note addressed to Mlle Mitchell. 

“I continue to wonder if you have thought this matter through fully,” the inspector 

remarked. “Inter alia, our itinerary has us leaving tomorrow evening. Suppose Mlle Mitchell is 

on vacation herself—in Paris, let’s say. What will become of the plant between the departure 

of the Parisians and the arrival of the francophile?” 

« Et que feront les Martiens si nous sommes tous à la messe ? » (And what will the 

Martians do if we’re all at mass?) It was at times frustrating to live with such a serious and 

Cartesian person, and age had had its way with Monsieur’s once slender figure, as it had had 

its way with her own. Yet pour tout potage (considering the entire meal) she was quite satisfied 

with her choice. 

They went to see the memorial at the World Trade Center, and this led to a lengthy 

discussion about the role of the Bush Administration in the events of September 11, 2001, 

and in misleading the American people subsequently about who was to blame for the 

destruction of the buildings and for the loss of life. It was mid-afternoon when they arrived 

back at their apartment. Stuck to their door, handwritten in hurried script on purple paper, 

was the following text: 

Hi Neighbors, 

I was returning the arrangement as it was the wrong color and size. It was in 

the hallway waiting to be picked up by the flower company. If you could 

place it back outside that would be great as they will be coming back. 

Thanks!! 
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La pauvre orchidée. Over the next few weeks, after the inspector and his wife went 

back to Paris, the poor orchid was going to be forced to appreciate, internally, physically, 

that the communications of people like Mlle Mitchell are often more sweet than honest. No 

florist came and no water either. When, finally, someone did come take care of the plant, it 

was by throwing it in the garbage chute. 

Prior to this descent, however, the inspector, once having read Ashley’s note, solved 

the mystery in an old-fashioned, logical, and not un-French way. With a smile he said to his 

wife: “We should thank Mlle Mitchell for having deepened our understanding of the silent 

meanings of young Americans. It has been revealed to us that, in delicate situations, silence 

can mean, ‘Please do not touch either mes hanches ou ma fleur (my backside or my flower).’ 

More generally, however, silence means ‘You have misunderstood the import of my 

behavior.’” 

“But,” Madame protested, “that is when someone presumes or proposes a 

connection that the other, the soon-to-be silent, rejects or does not wish to recognize. 

Whereas in our case, or in mine at least—” 

The inspector had taken his wife by the arm. “We,” he said, “we are going back to 

France.” 

 

 

*     *     * 


